Workday Financials and Salesforce Solution Accelerator
Accelerate Your Workday Implementation With Boomi

As a Workday Financials customer, you’re an innovator. You’ve chosen a cloud-first strategy to ensure competitiveness and sustain long-term growth and flexibility. The right applications, combined with the right strategy, are what will drive your digital success. And Boomi can help right from the start.

BOOMI AND WORKDAY TOGETHER
DELIVER SPEED, EFFICIENCY, AND AGILITY

When businesses implement Workday Financials, they expect fast responses to power rapid decision-making. Boomi’s industry-leading integration platform as a service (iPaaS) helps you quickly deliver these results from your new Workday system.

Boomi designed our cloud-native platform for speed, efficiency, and agility, helping customers adapt to ever-changing business needs. Boomi’s low-code environment eliminates the need for highly technical developers and custom coding, empowering citizen integrators to quickly and easily build new integrations.

KEY BENEFITS

Resource Optimization. Few companies have enough software developers. Boomi’s low-code technology allows you to leverage your current IT assets but supports coding if desired. The IT organization of the future is small teams delivering more results faster.

An Iterative Approach to Reduce Implementation Costs. Integration can use up to 50 percent of your application implementation budget. Boomi jumpstarts your integration, letting you begin building integrations earlier in the project to reduce time, risks, and costs. Having the ability to modify your integrations as you progress minimizes risk and maximizes results.

Business-Driven Configurability. Maintaining agility is key to Workday Financials success, and your Workday-Salesforce integration needs to support that requirement. Boomi’s end-to-end Workday-to-Salesforce integration is developed using low-code configurations, giving businesses unparalleled capability to rapidly adapt to post-implementation changes.

Cloud Native: Efficiency & Security. A cloud-native technology strategy relies on a cloud-native integration platform. Boomi’s secure, reliable development environment is a perfect match for Workday’s cloud-native applications.

From Design to Deploy in Minutes
MAINTAIN FLEXIBILITY THROUGHOUT YOUR DIGITAL JOURNEY

The Boomi Workday to Salesforce Accelerator is more than just a pre-configured solution to accelerate your Financials implementation. It is the start of a platform approach that will sustain your financial system’s flexibility throughout your digital journey.

Cloud-Native. Benefit from automatic upgrades and a single-instance, multi-tenant cloud architecture, with no hardware or in-house software to install and maintain.

Fully Extensible. Boomi’s unified platform provides fast, simple, and efficient solutions for customer integrations, data management, workflows, B2B management, and API management.

Citizen Integrator Support. Now more than ever organizations need to respond to rapid business changes. Boomi’s low-code platform provides the necessary speed and agility to thrive in this digital age.

Boomi is a trusted, proven Workday Select Partner

Embedded Intelligence. Take advantage of Boomi’s deep domain knowledge, crowdsourced insights, and best practices fundamentals.

Community. Join our community of more than 10,000 customers, 15,000 certified developers, and hundreds of partners to support your journey.

Full Platform Capability. Start with integration, then leverage the full Boomi Platform to solve future data access and management needs as they arise.

ACCELERATE YOUR IMPLEMENTATION

For IT and Project Teams:
• Use the Boomi Workday to Salesforce Accelerator out of the box
• Begin development with just six clicks to launch the integration
• A true cloud-native environment allows you to start quickly, modify easily, test and deploy instantly
• A low-code platform helps everyone from business analysts to developers get up to speed quickly
• With Boomi, it’s easy to develop integrations early and iteratively and test as you go, reducing risk for go-live releases

For CFOs and Finance Teams:
• Reduce costs and risks from your Financials implementation by starting with an integration designed by experts
• Deliver a critical integration early, and modify iteratively during implementation
• Move integration and testing phases up to minimize financial risk
• Ensure your team has a flexible foundation to use and reuse throughout your Financials system’s lifetime

BUILT BY BOOMI, A WORKDAY SELECT PARTNER

Thousands of customers use Boomi’s industry leading integration platform as a service for financial integrations. Boomi’s deep expertise in financial integrations is supported by an experienced Professional Services staff of integration experts that can help you throughout your Workday integration project. And, Boomi is a Workday Select Partner, vetted and proven by Workday.

For more information, visit www.boomi.com/workday